The solution of symmetry equation for Yang-Mills self dual system is found in explicit form of its raising Hamiltonian operator. Thus explicit form of equations of self dual Yang-Mills hierarchy is constructed.
Introduction
With each system of differential equations for vector function u is connected its own system of symmetry equations, which arises after formal differentiation of the initial system with respect some independent parameter u ′ and identification u ′ = U, (u x ) ′ = U x and so on as new unknown function. In few words and very roughly connection between symmetry equation and integrable properties of the initial system may be described as follows. If symmetry equation may be resolve exactly on the class of solution of the initial system, then the initial system may be resolved exactly (in explicit or implicit form) in the sence of Cauche-Kovalvskay. If the symmetry equation posses infinite series of partial solutions then initial system posses infinite series soliton like solutions depending on definite number of arbitrary numerical parameters. Such system are known as integrable one [1] .
The goal f the present paper is to show that self dual Yang-Mills system is integrable one (in the sense above) and construct hierarchy of equations of the same notice -SDYM. All equations of this hierarchy are invariant with respect to discrete transformation of self dual system [2] .
We use the following form for self-dual system [3]
where group-valued function G and algebra-valued functions f,f take values in some semi simple group (algebra).
Exclusion of the algebra-valued functions f,f leads to self-dual system in Yangs form [4] (
Equation of second order for algebra-valued functions f,f arises as a corollary of Mauerer-Cartan identities are as follows [3] fȳ
In what follows we will have a deal with the left equation (3) . This equation is Lagrangian one with L function of the form [3] 
In construction of Hamiltonian equation via (4) we will considerȳ orz as a evolution variable and thus corresponding canonical impulses π =f y = δL δfȳ and thus corresponding Hamiltonian functions must be constructed by Dirack method of Lagrangian factors and has the form
The symmetry equation corresponding to (3) by the rules described above f ′ = F in the case of self dual system has the form
With each solution of symmetry equation F it is possible connect evolution like integrable systemḟ = F
The infinite number of such integrable systems is self dual Yang-Mills hierarchy.
In what follows we present the realization of described above program in explicit form in the case of arbitrary semi simple algebra. We describe procedure how from initial given solution of the symmetry equation some new one. Usually such procedure is noticed as raising Hamiltonian operator. We conserve this terminology.
The main assertion
Let algebra valued function F is solution of the symmetry equation (5) . Then functionF defined by its derivatives
is solution of the same equation. Or up to unessential function of two variables y,zF
Integral to be taken on arbitrary contour in y, z plane between two points arbitrary initial one y 0 , z 0 and the point of observation y, z. Integral does not depend on the form of the contour of integration but only from initial and final points.
The proof of this assertion is very simple. From equality of the second mixed derivatives ofF function it follows immediately that F is solution of symmetry equation (5) . Differentiating the first equation of (6) onȳ variable the second one onz and taking sum of these results we obtaiñ
Substituting in the last expression derivatives of F function with respect toȳ,z arguments via derivatives ofF function and taking into account equations for f function (3) we conclude thatF is the solution of symmetry equation (5).
Initial conditions
The symmetry equation contain only derivatives of F function and thus it has obvious solution F = α = Const. The number of arbitrary parameters coincides with the dimension of semi simple algebra N . Except of this the derivatives f with respect to all coordinates are also solution of the symmetry equation. Thus
is solution of symmetry equation depending on N + 4 arbitrary numerical parameters. The equation for f in usual form (3) arises after choose F = f z . The second equation of (6) lead toF = fȳ and the first one to (3).
Discrete transformation of self-dual Yang-Mills system
Now we would like to show that all systems of self dual Yang-Mills hierarchy are invariant with respect discrete transformation self dual Yang Mills system [2] . Discrete transformation is connected with the choose of the maximal root of semi simple algebra and will be called as transformation of the maximal root. We remind shortly content of [2] . Keeping in mind (1) it is not difficult to show that the following system of equations for a group-valued element S is self-consistent (equalities of Maurer-Cartan are satisfied)
where X + M maximal positive root of the algebra, f − -coefficient on X − M in decomposition f function on the root system of the algebra.
The algebra-valued function M→ f , satisfying the self-consistent conditions (in the sense of equality of the second mixed derivatives)
also satisfy the self-dual Yang-Mills equations in the form (3) and new group value functionG = SG is solution of the same system in the Yang's form (2). Now after differentiation (8) on arbitrary parameter and identification f ′ = F we come to the law of transformation of solution of symmetry equation in a form
where Q = S −1 S ′ is some linear combination constructed from component F function. Now let us differentiate (8) with respect to parameter of evolution. We have
whereQ is the same linear combination as Q constructed not from components of F function but from the corresponding derivatives of f function on evolution parameter. Indeed calculations in both cases are the same except of the last step: in the last case we haveḟ in the first one -f ′ ≡ F . After reducing of the second system from the first one the result will be that transformed value 
Outlook
The main result of the present paper is the explicit form for raising Hamiltonian operator of symmetry equation of Yang Mills system. This allow to construct SDYM hierarchy, each system of which is invariant with respect to discrete transformation of the maximal root of the semi simple algebra. By the way it is solved the problem of construction all hierarchies of multi component integrable systems, which can be obtained from self dual system by reduction procedure. Particular the hierarchy of n-waves in the case of arbitrary semi simple algebra [5] with using the results of the present paper may obtained in more economical technique way. The program of considering all integrable systems as some reducing of self dual one was proposed in the known paper of R.Ward.
Of course solution of the problem (6) in the most part is the happy guess. But there exist direct method, which allow by logical operations obtain the form of the raising Hamiltonian operator directly from equations of discrete transformation for solution of symmetry equation. In this connection see [6] . We hope that some body will be able to solve this problem by this way. And the last explicit form of soliton like solutions for SDYM hierarchy may be obtained as generalization of the same results in the case of semi simple algebras of the second rank [7] , [8] .
